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How is it possible that Japan itself has been talking about “reconstruction” while 
for decades Japan had been praised for its dramatic growth, and, unlike any other 
developed countries, for its ability to make growth benefiting all layers of the Japanese 
society? What happened to Japan doubting about its capacity to recover, while all the 
countries fear the innovative power, the capacity to generate worldwide renowned 
high-technological products? What happened to the Japanese people, who seem lost in 
pessimism, fearing tomorrow even more? 
 
 Japan had been for more than 40 years the second largest economy in the world, 
after the United States. However, for the first time, China surpassed Japan in the second 
trimester of 2010. The simple fact that Japan lost its second position comforts the idea 
that Japan is not anymore the super-power that it was. All the economists, including 
Japanese ones, knew that it was only a matter of time for China to become second, due to 
the spectacular growth that China has been showing for years while Japan has been 
struggling with its growth and no reason to be optimistic in the near future. In fact, it is 
less the growth rate that explained the common understanding that Japan would failed 
to secure its second place, it is more the lack of visibility for potential successes for the 
Japanese economy that brought Japanese to anticipate this situation. In other words, 
they have lost their confidence in their own capacity to make a better tomorrow. 
 
 Japan is a growing aging society: more than 20% of its population was aged 65 
or older in 2006 and estimations give 40% by 2055. With the total population decreasing, 
the number of workers is automatically decreasing, putting the successive Japanese 
governments in a dreadful situation. With the worker-to-retiree ratio declining, the 
impact on workforce is already there: some companies have already difficulties to find 
employees in some specific domains. At the same time, old people, being more fragile by 
nature, need more specific care that Japanese medical institutions struggle to give. The 
balance between medical quality of service and cost efficiency is a nightmare for Japan 
(same analysis for all developed countries), with for the moment no solution on how to 
drive the costs down without lowering the quality of services. 
 However, the true issue for Japan is not the aging society. It's the fact that birth 
rate is too low to stabilize the total population. With less Japanese, consumption will 
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further decrease, impacting the Japanese economy even more. Why does Japan have 
such a low birth rate? When talking about declining Japan, I believe one of the main 
reasons is not to be found in the economical figures, but in the reasons which explain the 
birth rate. Japanese have lost confidence in their own future, they fear not to be able to 
secure enough capital to correctly educate children. Many Japanese couples refuse to 
have child in order to keep the same level of life. With one child, and almost no guarantee 
for salary increase in the near future, their level of life would automatically decrease. 
Moreover, in the Japanese society, it is common to expect pregnant women not to work 
anymore after they give birth, to consider their role to educate children and for their 
husband to be responsible for providing financial resources. If that system had been 
working fine for decades, it is not suitable for the Japan that has emerged after the “asset 
price bubble” in early 1990s. Even if mothers are willing to work, the lack of childcare 
facilities in the main cities prevent them from looking for a job. 
 The Japanese government needs to take quick and drastic measures to inverse 
the current trend. By increasing the childcare facilities -and making sure that they are 
open early in the morning until late in the evening-, it will give a strong message to all 
the Japanese women, showing them that the government is helping them to facilitate 
their come-back into the work life. By voting new law to protect pregnant women so that 
they are sure to keep their position after the maternity leave, it will also send a clear 
message to the companies. Although I have some doubt on the impact of the measure 
taken by the Democratic Party of Japan to partly “financially” help parents every month, 
the fact that for the first time a very strong action was done towards parents is surely a 
positive step. This has the merit to open a debate in the Japanese society, and hopefully 
will bring other initiatives to help parents. 
 
 Improving the birth rate will have a positive impact on Japan growth, but not in 
the short term. In order to see immediately strong effects on Japanese economy, I believe 
Japan, based on its rich cultural activities -both historical and modern- and beautiful 
territory, should promote itself further to the world. 
 On the cultural part, sushi has gained considerable attraction for the past few 
years, with sushi restaurants open almost everywhere in the world. The “sushi boom” is 
just incredible as the way it appears: from nowhere. It was just the word-of-mouth which 
allowed such rapid expansion. No organization was behind this to promote sushi. 
 Japanese manga and anime, once only read and watched in Japan, have 
gradually, years after years, penetrated all the foreign markets in the world. The famous 
manga expos in Paris or California bring thousands of fans every year, with media 
coverage not limited to manga magazines or TV programs, but also from traditional 
newspapers. This amazing success story was not planned by any Japanese governmental 
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organization. Some very small Japanese companies were part of this journey, but there 
was no guideline, no framework to become the success it is today. It is not only a success 
by its size; it is also a success as a real cultural asset for Japan. Young people in the world 
see and learn Japan through the manga they can read. Foreign people interested in 
Japanese manga are positively seen in their own country as open to another culture, 
curious and willing to learn new things. 
 Recently, Japanese fashion is getting extremely popular, with Harajuku being 
the emblematic fashion place for young people from all over the world. In China, in Spain, 
in the USA... in many countries young people are adopting Japanese fashion. They 
structure themselves through the Internet, using social network and video sharing 
places to exchange ideas. There is no doubt that it will be the next big success for the 
Japanese culture in the following years. It is interesting to note that in Japan, this 
“underground culture” is not positively seen. The acceptance of the ancient traditions 
mixed with the modern or even advanced trends is always a complex and delicate step 
for Japanese themselves. 
 Those three examples, even though manga and Harajuku fashion are being 
marginalized in Japan, show the tremendous potential Japan has through its culture 
towards the rest of the world. Japanese government should structure organizations in 
order to accelerate the spread of Japanese culture in the world. There are only 
advantages: foreigners are already welcoming Japanese culture, and are willing to learn 
more. By spreading Japanese culture, Japan is becoming even more popular among 
people, and especially young people. Making sure young generations are interested in 
Japan and are keen on learning about Japan is a fantastic asset for tomorrow. Those 
people are the ones who buy Japanese products, and who will come to visit Japan one 
day or another. 
 With the development of the Japanese culture, the second element that is crucial 
for Japan is its tourism. There is no place in the world like Japan. The various 
landscapes -mountains, sea-side, jungle, islands...- in combination with the outstanding 
quality of the restaurants -finally rewarded by the Guide Michelin-, the amazing level of 
service, and, needless to say, the taste of the Japanese food, make Japan an ideal 
destination for tourists. The current government took a smart move to formally 
announce the target of 20 millions international visitors in 2020 (twice the number of 
2010 estimation), and a plan to promote Japan overseas (hopefully even the Japanese 
“underground culture” will be promoted as well). The first major decision was to ease 
restriction on Chinese tourists, so that they get more easily visa. With China being so 
close to Japan, and with Chinese people willing to visit and buy made in Japan products 
or Japanese brand products, it should be a quick win for the Japanese government, and 
the Japanese economy. 
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 If the government can boost the local economies by sharply increasing the 
tourism, the private sector should not count on or depend on governmental measures to 
catch growth. Assisting companies is often a short-term win and always a middle-term 
lost. The eco-car subsidies are one good example of short-term logic, boosting sales during 
a fixed period, while deteriorating even more the market when the subsidies stop. 
 The big international Japanese companies, many renowned all over the world, 
have a very strong influence on consumers and their day-to-day life. Their ability to 
innovate and bring new products on the market does not need to be demonstrated. 
However, most of the big Japanese companies are seeing increased earnings in foreign 
countries (even though the current strong yen is severely affecting them), and decreased 
earnings in Japan. Moreover, the growth seeing in their foreign subsidiaries does not 
impact the Japanese society, as the benefit of this growth is not reinvested in Japan, but 
in foreign countries, in order to... accelerate the growth, hence weakening even more the 
Japanese market. The recent leitmotiv in the Japanese media is now growth is abroad, 
and they often show success stories of companies which over-perform abroad. It is hard to 
see whether media are responsible for the swift of strategies in the Japanese companies 
from local market to foreign markets, or if it is the opposite. But for sure, the result of this 
trend has a direct impact on Japanese society, driving growth down even further, and at 
the end driving Japanese people motivation down even further. 
 With a fiercely competitive national market, where high standards, obsession of 
quality, and high level of service are key to literally stay alive in Japan, the Japanese 
market itself is suffering by what was considered as its strong advantage few years ago. 
Often seen as a close market, or at least as a very difficult market to penetrate, Japanese 
companies had for a long time played between themselves in Japan, regardless of the 
competition and the new ideas that were becoming popular in other countries. For 
foreign companies, the Japanese market had always been seen as a tough test, but with 
huge potential if success was there. The initial investment and the time taken before the 
return of investment discouraged some of the weakest foreign companies, but for those 
which had the courage to test, adapt, and succeed in the Japanese market, it was a 
tremendous reward. However, now that the Japanese market has entered a declining 
phase which does not seem to stop, foreign companies are reluctant to invest in Japan, 
lured by China, its formidable potential, and its rather inexpensive initial investment. 
Japan is now perceived has too risky and too costly for what it can bring. It does not 
mean all foreign companies stop looking at Japan -some recent successes in fashion or 
home furnishings proved that there are still some opportunities taken by foreign 
companies- but the overall understanding is that Japan is a tough market, with highly 
hypothetical growth, while China has a huge potential and therefore is now a higher 
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priority than Japan. 
 In the same time, Japanese corporations, with few foreign competitions, did not 
see their organizations evolved in the same way as foreign companies did, keeping very 
strong the 部下-上司 relationship, favoring consensus ideas -by definition often “in the 
norm” in opposition with risk-taking breakthrough ideas that do not easily get consensus, 
but can bring huge benefits to the companies. Many Japanese companies recruit and 
train their new employees in order to make sure they fit with the corporate way of 
thinking, making them easier to work in group, but by doing that not leveraging 
creativity which comes in an environment where diversity is accepted. It is interesting to 
note that numerous Japanese companies which expanded their operations abroad 
understood that they were lacking people suited to work in a foreign environment, and 
many started to develop internal programs aim at young managers, sending them few 
months/years in a foreign subsidiary. The employees mind set, shaped for Japanese 
market in a Japanese environment, was not adequate with the challenges faced abroad. 
 
 At this stage, we see that there are two issues: Japanese market and Japanese 
workers. Opening the Japanese market to much more foreign investment while 
developing talents, who are fully aware of the international conditions and capable of 
adapting themselves in a fast changing environment, should be the priority for the 
government. Japanese companies should also reinvent themselves, specifically on the 
management style, with less top-down management, and encourage creativity, and 
risk-taking attitude. 
 
 But the key for tomorrow successes belongs to the Japanese youth. They are the 
ones who can change the situation in the long term. However, they are not ready for this 
challenge. They are more and more reluctant to study abroad -fear of the unknown, 
Japan is the best-, they are less and less open to the world -spending more and more time 
online (Internet, mobile phone) and with friends who share the same interests-. To accept 
differences is the first step to grow: it brings new experiences, new opinions, new ideas, 
and new concepts. In other words, it allows us to think different, which is key for 
creativity and innovation. 
 I do not believe that the Japanese youth are fully responsible for their current 
situation. I am convinced that the Japanese youth are only a reflection of the current 
Japanese society.  
 The truth is that their parents are partly responsible for that situation. The 
seniority system （年功序列） in line with the lifetime employment （終身雇用） that was 
the norm for decades collapsed in the early 1990s with the bubble economy. All of a 
sudden, the system, to which Japanese workers were comfortably accustomed, just fell 
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apart, leaving them in a complete new, unknown environment, and for which they were 
not prepared. This had (and still has) an impact on the way they educated their children: 
not knowing how to deal with this new working environment, it was hard for them to 
have a positive attitude toward their own future, which in return meant on the future of 
their own children. They could not explain to their children that on one hand they must 
work hard at school to enter the best universities and then the best companies, while on 
the other hand they knew the promising future that was once the norm as soon as you 
enter a prestigious company was not the case anymore. They failed to develop motivation, 
enthusiasm, and curiosity that are key for learning. 
 In parallel, the work-life balance in the Japanese companies, which is 
unfortunately renowned for putting the company first, and then the family, has been 
another reason for which youth are not welcoming the idea of “working”: in a society 
where the future is perceived negatively, putting so much effort at work seems non-sense. 
The average amount of paid vacation that Japanese workers take is around 8 days 
(2008). Asking why they do not take more, they explain that they are “too busy at work” 
and that their “superiors do not take paid vacation”. For people already working, it can 
be understandable, but for younger people, who have yet to enter the work place, it is just 
shocking. 
 At last, the Education system has not adapted itself to face the new market 
reality. With students on one side, who see no bright future, who have no motivation for 
learning new things, and are doubtful about the work-life, and a job market, on the other 
side, which starts to look for real skills more than a diploma from a prestigious university, 
the Education system is seeing the changes, but has failed until now to give a proper 
response. One of the main issues with the Japanese Education is the focus on 
assimilation rather than on thinking. The needs of developing people who can think by 
themselves -capable of bringing new ideas- is critical in our current world, where changes 
happen every day, where what was true yesterday is wrong today. This is combined, in 
my own opinion, with the ability to take risks. Providing new ideas mean nothing more 
than taking risk. Does the Japanese Education system nurture risk taking? 
 
 On the international stage, Japan needs to be a true leader, with a clear vision 
and program to achieve it, which is not the case today. The lack of political stability does 
not help -neither internally nor internationally- to have a clear direction, as too often 
what previous governments created, the new one just throws it away. The lack of true 
political leaders is an issue for Japan, as it is hard to believe that in the current situation, 
stability can be foreseen. And yet, Japan has to be leaded by a leader who can carry out 
the necessary changes and rethink the concept of growth. Sustainable growth cannot be 
achieved without considering the impact on the society and its environment. What is the 
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purpose of assuring steady growth when the society is getting apart, with capitals going 
only to a minority of people? What is the purpose of assuring steady growth when the 
effects on the environment are irreversible? What is the purpose of assuring steady 
growth when people and the planet on which they live are negatively affected? 
 Japan has to provide a response on assuming a “responsible growth”, for the 
sake of its society and its environment, and, by extension, for the rest of the world. Too 
often pro-environmental decisions are considered as limitations for growth. The Kyoto 
Protocol, which targeted reduction of the greenhouse gases, were not ratified by some 
countries who specifically refused to see their economic growth negatively impacted due 
to drastic measures required for the environment. The current understanding that 
environment is against economic growth needs to be tackled down. With numerous 
Japanese companies developing new “eco-friendly” technologies, Japan has all the cards 
in hand to show to the world that not only it can protect the environment, but also it can 
make growth. But the turn-around will not come only thanks to the private sector. 
Japanese government needs to play a leading role in the international community in 
favor of environmental measures. By taking the leadership, and enrolling all its people 
towards a vision that growth -only- does not make sense, that the primary objective 
should be to make sure its own people are living in a socially and ecologically responsible 
environment, Japan has the possibility to prove that there is hope for a better tomorrow 
in Japan, and in the world. A strong political leadership following a shared vision will 
transcend all the country into a formidable source of hope, the only condition for a 
vigorous come-back. 
 


